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Chapter 10. ‘Bairns not Bombs’: The Scottish Peace
Movement and the UK Nuclear Weapons State
Catherine Eschle

Introduction
Mobilisation against nuclear weapons in Scotland is surprisingly under-researched. While
historians, sociologists and the like have agreed that peace movements are “best studied
within their national framework”, given their intimate interrelation with a national politics of
defence,1 these scholars have also tended to assume that nation and state in the UK are
coterminous and homogenous. For example, as Christopher Hill points out, studies of the
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND) have failed markedly to pay attention to
… the complexities of ‘the nation’ and of territorial politics within the UK and within
anti-nuclear organising; instead ‘the nation’ tends to be based on and extrapolated
from the politics of a group of intellectuals associated with the New Statesman in
London.2
For Hill, this does a disservice to the vibrant localism of CND in England in the 1960s and
80s,3 as well as seriously misrepresenting the trajectory and significance of anti-nuclear
activism in Wales and Scotland.4
In that light, this chapter offers a preliminary account of anti-nuclear/peace
campaigning5 in Scotland and its contribution to nuclear politics in the UK. It asks: in what
ways and to what degree is such campaigning in Scotland distinguishable from that south of
the border? And what is its relevance today, in the context of continued constitutional
uncertainty and the looming ‘Main Gate’ decision(s) on Trident renewal?6 In what follows, I
will argue for the existence of a distinct Scottish peace movement − one, moreover, that is
likely to play a continuing role in symbolising and channelling opposition to the UK nuclear
weapons state in Scotland.

Anti-nuclear activism in Scotland

Even the limited sources currently available indicate that, notwithstanding significant
convergence with its southern counterpart, there are distinctive elements to Scottish antinuclear activism. To begin with, there has long been a parallel organisational framework.
This emerged early on, with the establishment of a Scottish organisation (SCND) in
Edinburgh on 22 March 1958 in the aftermath of the launch of CND in London.7 The two
groups were driven by different sets of individuals8 and, as Hill argues, the focus and
activities of the activists in Edinburgh were distinctively Scottish:
Despite the similarities to English CND, the Edinburgh Council appealed to Scottish
figures and institutions. Its members wrote to known or suspected sympathisers
throughtout Scotland; provided speakers or speaking panels of meetings of Edinburgh
societies of one sort of another; [and] kept an eye on the local and national Scottish
press…9
Beyond SCND, a wider and deeper Scottish organisational network emerged which, while
retaining links to organisations in England, gained a dense texture of its own. SCND in its
early years seems to have been limited in its scope to the central belt and independentlyminded groups often with only loose affiliation to CND headquarters sprang up elsewhere,
from the Iona community to YCND in Aberdeen.10 In the 1960s, these groups increasingly
worked together, as well as with England-based direct action groups, notably in the 'antiPolaris coordinating committee’ in Glasgow.11 The 1980s saw the establishment next to
Faslane nuclear base of a peace camp, which had links with similar camps in the south but
which, Carter argues, “prompted much less local antagonism … one of its founders was
elected to the local district council of Dumbarton in 1984.”12 The camp still provides support
today for a range of groups taking action at the base. And more recent examples of Scottishspecific networking can be seen with the establishment of the umbrella organisations Scrap
Trident and Scotland’s For Peace.13 Prominent SCND figure Isobel Lindsay claims that it
has been relatively easy to build broad alliances in what is, after all, a small country, and that
this is a distinctive feature of Scottish anti-nuclear campaigning.14 Thus it seems a distinct
organisational infrastructure has emerged, linked to but autonomous from English groups.15
In addition, the membership of the movement has distinct features in Scotland, both in
terms of who participates and in what numbers. With regard to the former, Scotland
conforms to some extent to the truism that anti-nuclear campaigners are drawn from the
educated middle classes, particularly those from the public sector16 – the founders of SCND,
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for example, were parents and teachers associated with the Steiner school in Edinburgh.17 As
Hill notes, “the utopian idealism of nuclear disarmament did not necessarily fit with the
everyday materialism of working-class life”18 and, while working class anti-nuclear activism
has a long history in Scotland, it was organised at least initially outside the SCND
framework, through communist parties and unions.19 Hill also argues, however, that ideals
about peace, social justice and national identity were to converge in Scotland by the early
1960s, in tandem with more cross-class anti-nuclear alliances. Particular importance is
placed by Hill on the role of Presbyterian churches and ecumenical societies “in connecting
rural and working-class communities to SCND” in its early years, as well as on the links with
unions.20 It is in this context that we can understand the claim from Janey and Norman
Buchan that anti-nuclear campaigning in Scotland at this time was “more widely based; more
representative of the people in general, and therefore, in a word, more working class in
character than the early days of CND elsewhere in Britain.”21 And the trend for workingclass involvement and cross-class alliances in Scotland seems to have continued in later
decades with, for example, the founders of Faslane Peace Camp drawn from the housing
schemes of the nearby Vale of Leven,22 and the umbrella organisations mentioned above
constituted by groups reflecting a broad cross-section of Scottish society: SCND, peace
campers, church groups, unions and an array of centre-left and socialist political parties.23
Turning to levels of participation, the peaks and troughs of Scottish anti-nuclear
mobilisation mirror those in England to a great degree, with the first peak in 1959-61, the
second in the early 1980s and a ‘third wave’24 in the 2000s, emerging from opposition to the
Iraq war. However, although it is impossible to provide definitive figures without further
primary research, the picture does seem to be more complicated in Scotland. For a start,
Lindsay implies that the first wave of activism continued longer in Scotland, only fully tailing
off with the election of the pro-nuclear Wilson Labour government in 1964.25 In addition,
others assert that activism revived in the 1970s in Scotland, much earlier than elsewhere, and
that SCND had a greater continuity of personnel and active membership during that time.26
Finally, it seems that the referendum in 2014 precipitated another (fourth?) wave of
enthusiasm for the anti-nuclear cause. The threatened closure of Faslane Peace Camp was
averted, and there was a temporary surge in the numbers of people staying there, for
example,27 there was also a marked increase in membership of SCND,28 and the ‘Bairns Not
Bombs’ demonstration in Glasgow on 4 April 2015 reportedly had between 2,500 and 4000
attending.29 This reflects the antipathy to nuclear weapons among the wider public in
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Scotland, much higher than in England, with several opinion polls in recent years showing
that 60 per cent or more of Scots oppose the renewal of Trident.30
Peace activists in Scotland also have their own political priorities. Just as elsewhere,
local nuclear installations have proved a particular bone of contention and Scottish activists
have a particularly longstanding and deep-rooted complaint in this regard. The
announcement in November 1960 that an American Polaris base was to be sited at Holy Loch
on the Clyde “prompted an upsurge of popular protest on Clydeside, where a long tradition of
socialist militancy combined with Scottish national consciousness” to ensure a relatively high
level of local opposition.31 The next few months saw thousands of Scottish activists
demonstrating in Glasgow and Dunoon, and, subsequent to the high-profile sit-down in
Whitehall by the Direct Action Committee, valiant if ultimately ineffectual efforts by
activists on canoes to disrupt the progress of the American submarines up the Clyde (the
canoeists memorably dismissed by US naval commander Lanin as ‘a bunch of goddam
eskimos!’).32 As participants from the period make clear, seeing actual nuclear submarines in
the estuary was “an enormous stimulant to action”, one which continued as “the Clyde
estuary grew into the most horrifying nuclear base in Western Europe. First Holy Loch, then
[the British nuclear facility at] Faslane, then an entire mountain excavated for nuclear storage
in Glen Douglas alongside Loch Lomond.”33 The expansion of the nuclear presence in
Scotland over the ensuing decades is surely a factor in the continuity of anti-nuclear
organising remarked upon above.34 Certainly, the decision to introduce Trident to the
Faslane naval base (and the adjacent storage and loading facility at Coulport) was key in
precipitating the establishment of the peace camp in 1982, with the founders also inspired by
the example of other camps south of the border.35 With the end of the Cold War and the
closure of US bases in the UK, Faslane/Coulport became home to all British nuclear missiles,
ensuring a unique and enduring focal point for local anti-nuclear resistance.
In this context, Scottish anti-nuclear activists have developed a distinctive collective
identity, the most obvious feature of which is the connection to a sense of Scottish national
identity. Hill’s analysis of the movement in the late 1950s and 60s shows how the
“conceptualisation of nuclear disarmament as a national rather than British cause” relied upon
and strengthened “emotive” attachments to the Scottish landscape and fears about its
vulnerability to nuclear fallout, as well as speaking to a sense of Scotland’s threatened
radical, internationalist traditions.36 Hill also shows how the movement at that time built “on
the community cultures of Christianity, folk and socialism.”37 Peace activists consciously
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sought to bridge the sectarian divisions which scarred the west coast of Scotland in particular,
and they drew on and contributed to the development of high-profile ecumenical groups; they
were influenced by the burgeoning local folk scene; and they were often rooted in labour
movement and socialist traditions.38 All these factors were manifested in the cultural
expressions of the first wave of activism in Scotland, most obviously in the music. “At
Aldermaston the songs were hymn-like and aspirational. On the Clyde they were popular,
based on street songs, cheeky and irreverent and cocking a snook.”39 They were also filled
with local cultural references, “salty” Scots slang and “Glasgow vernacular”, and sometimes
set to sectarian anthems, as exemplified in Morris Blythman’s musical riposte to Lanin:
Hullo! Hullo! we are the Eskimos
Hullo! Hullo! The Glesga Eskimos
We’ll gaff that nyaff caa’d Lanin
We’ll spear him whaur he blows
We are the Glesga Eskimos.40
In the decades since, peace activism has continued its inventive deployment of ‘Scotticisms’
and references to local identities, culture and landscape. Examples range from the
construction by Highland CND of an enormous Loch Ness monster to take to a 1983 Hyde
Park demonstration (with the slogan ‘no more monsters in Scottish lochs’),41 to the lone piper
accompanying the effort “to reclaim land used by the Ministry of Defence” at Coulport
during an action by peace campers in March 1994;42 and from the face paint and tartan of the
‘Braveheart’ protest of February 1997, when protestors stopped the convoy on Hadrian’s
wall,43 to the recent campaign slogans ‘Nae Nuclear’ and ‘Bairns not Bombs’.44 Through
such actions, symbols and slogans, anti-nuclear activism in Scotland has acquired a collective
identity in which a commitment to internationalism, anti-militarism, nonviolence and the like
are rooted in particular place and community, often expressed in a popular vernacular, and
constructed in opposition to the British state.
Finally, the movement is distinguished from its counterparts by the specific political
setting within which it operates: autonomous Scottish political and civic institutions, the
wider range of political parties and the recent creation of a Scottish Parliament all present the
movement north of the border with distinctive opportunities for influence. Those peace
activists more concerned with swaying political elites in order to shape government policy
have not had to confine their efforts, as have their English peers, to the Labour Party. Most
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obviously, there has long been a key relationship with the Scottish National Party (SNP).
Several of the founders of SCND were or became prominent in the SNP;45 additionally, right
from 1961 when Labour first rejected unilateralism, peace activists sought influence over the
SNP and, conversely, proved fertile territory for recruitment as party members and officebearers.46 While it may be the case that nationalists are not natural bedfellows of
internationalist peace politics, they have in Wales and Scotland “for historic reasons been
hostile to defence policies decided in London and to the nuclear bases on their territories.”47
Certainly the SNP has a pronounced hostility to the 'British imperial tradition', perceived to
have been “an important factor in the development and maintenance of a nuclear-based
defence policy” as well as in the cavalier indifference of the British nuclear weapons state to
public safety, public opinion and public access to land in Scotland.48 In addition, since
devolution and the establishment of the Scottish Parliament, anti-nuclear campaigners are not
restricted in their party political efforts to the SNP, as a range of smaller parties (the Greens
and socialists) have also functioned as a conduit for an anti-nuclear perspective.
The opening of the Scottish Parliament in 1999 is crucial in expanding the range of
political opportunities to peace activists in Scotland. Malcolm Chalmers and William Walker
remind us that the Scotland Act of 1998 which established the Parliament “unequivocally
reserves defense and foreign policy to London”, including nuclear weapons policy, but they
also point out that it
… undoubtedly complicates the implementation of nuclear weapons policy by the UK
government. The operation and maintenance of the Trident force and its installations
inevitably involve civil activities and authorities, responsibilities for which are either
clearly devolved … or fall into some legal no-man’s land … Examples of the former
are land-use planning, policing, and environmental protection. Examples of the latter
are emergency planning and accident response.49
While Chalmers and Walker rightly emphasise the consequent necessity for “close and
continuous cooperation between political and administrative bodies north and south of the
border”,50 my point here is rather is that a range of institutional pressure points (in addition to
Westminster and international organisations) have thus opened up for peace campaigners in
Scotland. In this way, the establishment of the Parliament gave “opponents of Trident some
cause for hope.”51
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In sum, anti-nuclear campaigning north of the border has, since its emergence in the
late 1950s, had its own organisational structure, membership dynamics, political priorities,
and collective identity, and it has faced a unique set of political opportunities. In light of
these distinctive characteristics, it seems more than legitimate to refer to a Scottish peace
movement, one connected to but distinguishable from the movement in England and requiring
much more scholarly attention in its own right, particularly subsequent to 1962. In the
second half of the chapter, I will discuss the character and significance of the challenge this
movement poses to the British nuclear weapons state.

Challenging the UK nuclear weapons state
The Scottish peace movement documented above has not succeeded in directly persuading
the Westminster government to adopt unilateral disarmament, and is unlikely to do so in the
near future. This does not mean, however, that it is without impact or that its impact has been
insignificant.52
The past cultural and political influence of the movement in Scotland is hard to deny.
To begin with, there is its contribution to the cultural trends of the 1960s − its “lasting effect
on the spirit of the times.”53 It may be true that the most radical elements of 60s
counterculture were limited in their appeal ‘in staid Scotland’,54 but the same could not be
said of the folk revival, which is still flourishing today. Already underway when SCND
emerged and (as we have seen) a key element in the cultural expression of peace activists in
the 1960s, the folk revival was provided with both a focus and an audience by the movement,
such that “the struggle for peace and disarmament … became synonymous with the struggle
for cultural and linguistic distinction and harmony.”55 Undoubtedly, the movement helped
the traditional music scene flourish; arguably, it also contributed a radical edge in the form of
a willingness to experiment musically and a commitment to popular involvement and
political change. In addition, the movement played an important role in the construction of
contemporary Scottish national identity. This is the core claim of Christopher Hill’s analysis:
that peace activism in Scotland (and also Wales) was not just a by-product of a growing sense
of nationhood but constitutive of it, because it bridged the sectarian divide, tapped into
popular cultural vernaculars, was not party-political and provided a glaring and unifying
symbol of oppression, bringing diverse elements together in a struggle against the British
political establishment.56
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Connectedly, the Scottish peace movement has had a significant political impact in
the past by helping to create the modern SNP. It supplied both a “new generation of
activists”57 and a normative vision of a progressive Scotland as a nation of peace in the
world. Hill rightly warns that the relationship between organised nationalism and the peace
movement in Scotland is “not a complete symbiosis”, citing as an example the recent
acceptance by the SNP of continued NATO membership.58 Nonetheless, the overall thrust of
his argument is that the movement helped the SNP reinvent itself in the 1960s as a “dynamic
younger party that contrasted favourably with Labour”59 and to shift the party’s political
vision “leftward” toward a more egalitarian and internationalist perspective.60 It could be
also argued that the movement has, if indirectly and over the longer-term, contributed to the
eclipse of Scottish Labour, by undermining its claims to radicalism and the common touch
since its abandonment of unilateralism in the 1980s.61
Today, the movement still has considerable political influence in Scotland. This is
because of the highly favourable current political conjuncture north of the border. Since the
SNP achievement of an outright majority in the Scottish Parliament in the elections of 2011
and its near-clean sweep of Scottish constituencies in the Westminster elections of 2015, the
peace movement now has had an open door to much of the Scottish political establishment.
Indeed, it could be argued that anti-nuclear activists, at least some of them, are an integral
part of that establishment. The peace movement and the current crop of SNP MPs and MSPs
share not only political values, but also actual personnel – an obvious example is First
Minister Nicola Sturgeon, who joined CND before she became an SNP member, spoke at the
Bairns not Bombs rally and declared Trident a ‘red line’ issue in the last election.62
Furthermore, with Scottish Labour’s decisive vote at its 2015 conference to oppose Trident
renewal (in line with new Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn’s views, but in contrast to the Labour
Party official policy position), supporters of renewal are now isolated in the political class in
Scotland, and opponents have an astonishing numerical supremacy.63
This means that the people and perspectives of the Scottish peace movement will have
a high-profile role in Scotland in debating the upcoming Main Gate decision(s). Anti-nuclear
views and activities are likely to be widely reported, receive a sympathetic reception in many
households in Scotland, and permeate Scottish government policy positions. None of which
is to say that they will gain traction south of the border, where there is unlikely to be
sympathetic media coverage or much attention from a Conservative government bent on
renewal. We are thus facing a similar scenario to 2007 when, as Chalmers and Walker point
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out, “the March 2007 UK Parliament’s decisive vote in favor of the nuclear modernization
plan was followed in June 2007 by the Scottish Parliament’s equally decisive but
inconsequential vote against.”64 The Scottish peace movement may have increased its
political representation since 2007, but its representatives, even if numerous and vocal, do not
have the power to avert a decision in favour of housing a modernised Trident submarine
system at Faslane. Ignoring them, however, will not be without cost for the Westminster
government. Taken as it will be in the context of a government with one lone cabinet
member from Scotland and which can count on only two votes from Scottish-based MPs in
Parliament, a Main Gate decision to house the upgraded Trident fleet at Faslane will “feed the
Scottish narrative about England’s imperial imposition.”65 Thus it is likely to enhance
recruitment to the peace movement and to strengthen dissatisfaction in Scotland with current
constitutional arrangements. In these ways, it will strengthen longer-term opposition to
Trident in Scotland even if renewal is enforced.
How this plays out in the future cannot be anticipated with confidence. As Chalmers
and Walker note, the 2007 decision “took for granted” the Scottish location of British nuclear
missiles, failing to foresee the SNP majority in 2011 or the referendum of 2014 that
effectively placed the future of the British nuclear weapons system in ‘Scottish voters’
hands.66 Although the majority of those voters ultimately plumped to stay in the union, the
“Scottish spanner” (or monkey wrench?) in British nuclear policy is not likely to go away any
time soon.67 The movement and now its allies in the Scottish establishment will have
multiple opportunities to resist the implementation of Trident renewal on the ground, given
the extent of institutional cooperation required in Scotland. And there remains, of course, the
possibility of another referendum, which the imposition of a Main Gate decision as outlined
above seems to make more rather than less likely. With that comes “the real possibility that
Scotland would gain independence within the new Trident system’s lifetime”,68 in which case
a future can be envisaged in which the Scottish peace movement will achieve its goal and
remove Trident from Scotland – and even, perhaps, from the UK. Chalmers and Walker do
not rule out this scenario entirely, even if they find it improbable.69 In whatever ways the
current uncertainties are resolved, it seems certain that the Scottish anti-nuclear movement
will continue to be a thorn in the side of the British nuclear weapons state for some time,
preventing the cultural and political normalisation of a new generation of nuclear weapons in
Scotland.
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Conclusion
I have made two broad arguments in this chapter, mapping on to its two parts. First, I have
asserted that that there is a Scottish peace movement, embedded in and connected to peace
organising in the UK and elsewhere but distinguished by its own organisational
infrastructure, its distinctive composition and political setting, its local focus, and its
particular collective identity. Second, I have made a claim for the past and ongoing
significance of that movement. Although it is likely that the renewal of the Trident weapons
system and its location in Scotland cannot be prevented in the short-term, anti-nuclear
activism is likely to play a continuing role in preventing the normalisation of the British
nuclear weapons state north of the border. In sum, the anti-nuclear movement in Scotland
has been shaped by its national context and remains umbilically tied to the modern struggle
for national self-determination in ways that affect the long-term stability of British nuclear
policy. This movement thus merits more serious political engagement from the British
government, as well as more sustained attention from scholars of peace movements,
particularly to its activities since 1962. I hope I have shown, at the very least, that subsuming
Scottish anti-nuclear activism within studies of ‘the British peace movement’ underplays the
significance of the former and misrepresents both.
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